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approach and accomplish imaginative set
designs for high school theatre. Creative and
Successful High School Set Design discusses the
spatial relationship of the auditorium and stage,
the factors to be considered when choosing a
script, and the research necessary to arrive at a
proper visual metaphor for a production.
Muffatti covers many design style options and
creative approaches that don’t require extensive
building expertise, large amounts of time, or
great expense. He shows how a small stock of
basic scenery can be used to creatively serve
multiple set designs with minimal additions.
Muffatti outlines the skills involved in the design
process — from sketching and drafting, to set
dressing and model building — and provides
illustrations to offer further guidance. Creative
and Successful High School Set Design instills in
high school drama teachers the imaginative,
practical, and safe set designing habits that will
help lift their students’ dramatic performances
to their highest levels of achievement.
The Unexpected Guest - Agatha Christie
2017-05-18
A young man, broken down in the fog, witnesses
a murder he is asked to conceal... A full-length
novel adapted by Charles Osborne from Agatha
Christie's acclaimed play. When a stranger runs
his car into a ditch in dense fog in South Wales
and makes his way to an isolated house, he
discovers a woman standing over the dead body
of her wheelchair-bound husband, gun in her
hand. She admits to murder, and the unexpected
guest offers to help her concoct a cover story.
But is it possible that Laura Warwick did not
commit the murder after all? If so, who is she
shielding? The victim's young half-brother or his

The Surrogate - Louise Jensen 2017-09-27
The Hollow - Agatha Christie 1952
An unhappy game of romantic follow-the-leader
explodes into murder one weekend at The
Hollow, home of Sir Henry and Lucy Angkatell,
arguably Christie's finest comic grande dame.
Dr. Cristow, the Harley Street lothario, is at the
centre of the trouble when, assembled in one
place, we find his dull but devoted wife Gerda,
his mistress and prominent sculptor Henrietta
and his former lover and Hollywood film star
Veronica. Also visiting are Edward and Midge
whose romantic assertions are likewise thrown
into the mix. As the list of romantic associations
grows so does the list of potential suspects when
Cristow is shot dead. Nearly everyone has a
motive but only one of them did the deed.
Agatha Christie's Murder at the Vicarage Moie Charles 1950
When the Parson declares rather carelessly
'Anyone who murdered Colonel Prothero would
be doing the world at large a service !', he does
not realise his words will come back to haunt
him. From several potential murderers, Miss
Marple must find the real killer
Creative and Successful Set Designs - Todd
Muffatti 2018-10-01
Filled with dozens of photos, illustrations, and
technical diagrams, Todd Muffatti’s Creative and
Successful High School Set Design guides
theatre teachers through the preparation and
design steps necessary to build an appropriate
and effective stage set. Using his 40-year career
as a professional set designer and university
professor, Muffatti shares tips from his creative
process and offers practical ideas about how to
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dying matriarchal mother? Laura's lover?
or her stepson, John. Afterwards, she seemed
Perhaps the father of the little boy killed in an
quite distressed and, apparently, made a new
accident for which Warwick was responsible?
will - which no one can find. She ate little at
The house seems full of possible suspects... THE
dinner and retired early to her room with her
UNEXPECTED GUEST is considered to be one of document case. The case was later forced open
the finest of Christie's plays. Hailed as 'another
by someone and a document removed. Alfred
Mousetrap' when it opened on 12 August 1958
Inglethorp left Styles earlier in the evening and
in the West End, it ran for 604 performances
stayed overnight in the nearby village, so was
over the succeeding 18 months and has been
not present when the poisoning occurred. No
staged many times around the world over the
one knows exactly when or how the strychnine
last 40 years.
was administered to Mrs Inglethorp... Get Your
Copy Now.
Rule of Three - Agatha Christie 2014-01
Christmas at Serenity Bay - Helen Bridgett
Rule of Three is a collection of the three short
plays "Afternoon At The Seaside, The Rats, " and
2021-11-16
"The Patient."
A peaceful Christmas in Serenity Bay? Think
Lord Edgware Dies- Agatha Christie 2011-08-30
again! Chloe Walsh’s skills as location manager
When Lord Edgware is found murdered the
for the beautiful seaside village she calls home
police are baffled. His estranged actress wife
have come up trumps again, and Serenity Bay is
was seen visiting him just before his death and
now the setting for cosy crime drama The
Hercule Poirot himself heard her brag of her
Montgomery Mysteries, starring amateur sleuth
plan to “get rid” of him. But how could she have
Dominic Montgomery and his crime-solving dog,
stabbed Lord Edgware in his library at exactly
Agatha. But Chloe is in a race against time.
the same time she was seen dining with friends?
Filming has to finish before the village
It’s a case that almost proves to be too much for
Midwinter Festival but schedules are tight – and
the great Poirot.
a mystery saboteur is intent on slowing things
Mr. Sulu Grabbed My Ass, and Other Highlightsdown even further. Not only is Chloe facing
from a Life in Comics, Novels, Television, Films
problems with the shoot, she also has some
and Video Games - Peter David 2020-11-25
personal conundrums to solve – a diva actor has
Peter David, award-winning writer of comic
commandeered her flat, her mum is having a
books, novels, television, films and video games,
late mid-life crisis, plus she has no idea what to
has boatloads of stories to tell about his 30-year
buy for her Christmas-obsessed boyfriend! Can
career. Whether it was attending George Takei's
Chloe sort out her life and save Christmas for an
wedding, being described as Will Smith's
entire village? Sequel to Summer at Serenity
bodyguard, or wandering around on the set of
Bay
Babylon 5, David has been telling anecdotes of
The Dead Man’s Mirror: A Hercule Poirot Short
his life for years. Here they are all in one place,
Story - Agatha Christie 2014-06-19
along with the story of a career that has taken
A classic Agatha Christie short story, available
him from writing Marvel Comics' Incredible Hulk individually for the first time as an ebook.
for twelve years to adventures in the Star Trek
Absent in the Spring and Other Novels universe to the New York Times bestseller list.
Mary Westmacott 2001-09-22
The Mysterious Affair at Styles
- Agatha Christie
Originally written by Agatha Christie under the
2017-06-19
pseudonym of Mary Westmacott, these three
Late one night, the residents of Styles wake to
classic novels--Giants' Bread, Absent in the
find Emily Inglethorp dying of what proves to be
Spring, and The Rose and the Yew Tree--appear
strychnine poisoning. Hastings, a houseguest,
in a special omnibus edition. Original. 10,000
enlists the help of his friend Hercule Poirot, who
first printing.
is staying in the nearby village, Styles St Mary.
No Exit - Taylor Adams 2019-01-15
Poirot pieces together events surrounding the
“What a box of tricks! This full-throttle thriller,
murder. On the day she was killed, Mrs
dark and driving, rivals Agatha Christie for sheer
Inglethorp was overheard arguing with
ingenuity and James Patterson for flat-out speed.
someone, most likely either her husband, Alfred,
Swift, sharp, and relentless.” — A. J. Finn, #1
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New York Times bestselling author of The
Woman in the Window A brilliant, edgy thriller
about four strangers, a blizzard, a kidnapped
child, and a determined young woman desperate
to unmask and outwit a vicious psychopath. A
kidnapped little girl locked in a stranger’s van.
No help for miles. What would you do? On her
way to Utah to see her dying mother, college
student Darby Thorne gets caught in a fierce
blizzard in the mountains of Colorado. With the
roads impassable, she’s forced to wait out the
storm at a remote highway rest stop. Inside are
some vending machines, a coffee maker, and
four complete strangers. Desperate to find a
signal to call home, Darby goes back out into the
storm . . . and makes a horrifying discovery. In
the back of the van parked next to her car, a
little girl is locked in an animal crate. Who is the
child? Why has she been taken? And how can
Darby save her? There is no cell phone
reception, no telephone, and no way out. One of
her fellow travelers is a kidnapper. But which
one? Trapped in an increasingly dangerous
situation, with a child’s life and her own on the
line, Darby must find a way to break the girl out
of the van and escape. But who can she trust?
With exquisitely controlled pacing, Taylor Adams
diabolically ratchets up the tension with every
page. Full of terrifying twists and hairpin turns,
No Exit will have you on the edge of your seat
and leave you breathless.
The Mousetrap and Other Plays - Agatha
Christie 2012-10-30
Agatha Christie created magnificent works of
suspense for the theater, and eight of her
riveting stage dramas are collected in The
Mousetrap and Other Plays—including the title
piece, the longest running play in history, still a
smash hit in London's West End after 60 years!
On an isolated island, ten people have been
brought together to be killed off. An evil old
woman has a rendezvous with death in the
desert heat of Jerusalem. A scheming wife
testifies against her husband in a shocking
murder trial. And a homicidal maniac terrorizes
a group of snowbound guests to the refrain of
"Three Blind Mice." This collection of eight
works proves that Agatha Christie's plays are as
compulsive as her novels, with their colorful
characters and ingenious plots providing yet
more evidence of her mastery of the detective

thriller. Includes: And Then There Were None,
Appointment with Death, The Hollow, The
Mousetrap, Witness for the Prosecution,
Towards Zero, Verdict, and Go Back for Murder.
The Mousetrap - Agatha Christie 1982
Melodrama / 5m, 3f / Int. The author comes forth
with another hit about a group of strangers
stranded in a boarding house during a snow
storm, one of whom is a murderer. The suspects
include the newly married couple who run the
house, and the suspicions that are in their minds
nearly wreck their perfect marriage. Others are
a spinster with a curious background, an
architect who seems better equipped to be a
chef, a retired Army major, a strange little man
who claims his car has overturned in a drift, and
a jurist who makes life miserable for everyone.
Into their midst comes a policeman, traveling on
skis. He no sooner arrives, than the jurist is
killed. Two down, and one to go. To get to the
rationale of the murderer's pattern, the
policeman probes the background of everyone
present, and rattles a lot of skeletons. Another
famous Agatha Christie switch finish! Chalk up
another superb intrigue for the foremost
mystery writer of her time.
THE MYSTERIOUS AFFAIR AT STYLES &
THE SECRET ADVERSARY - Agatha Christie
2017-10-06
"The Mysterious Affair at Styles" is a detective
novel by Agatha Christie. It was written in the
middle of World War I, in 1916, and first
published by John Lane in the United States in
October 1920 and in the United Kingdom by The
Bodley Head on 21 January 1921. Styles was
Christie's first published novel, introducing
Hercule Poirot, Inspector (later, Chief Inspector)
Japp, and Arthur Hastings. The story is told in
first person by Hastings and features many of
the elements that have become icons of the
Golden Age of Detective Fiction, largely due to
Christie's influence. It is set in a large, isolated
country manor. There are a half-dozen suspects,
most of whom are hiding facts about themselves.
The book includes maps of the house, the
murder scene, and a drawing of a fragment of a
will, as well as a number of red herrings and
surprise plot twists. "The Secret Adversary" is a
work of detective fiction by Agatha Christie, first
published in the United Kingdom by The Bodley
Head in January 1922. The book introduces the
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characters of Tommy and Tuppence who feature
in three other Christie books and one collection
of short stories written throughout her writing
career.
At Bertram's Hotel - Agatha Christie
2003-10-28
At Bertram’s Hotel the intrepid Miss Marple, on
holiday in London, must solve a deadly mystery
at the end of a chain of very violent events. An
old-fashioned London hotel is not quite as
reputable as it makes out to be.… When Miss
Marple comes up from the country for a holiday
in London, she finds what she’s looking for at
Bertram’s Hotel: traditional decor, impeccable
service, and an unmistakable atmosphere of
danger behind the highly-polished veneer. Yet,
not even Miss Marple can foresee the violent
chain of events set in motion when an eccentric
guest makes his way to the airport on the wrong
day.…
The Life and Crimes of Agatha Christie Charles Osborne 2002-12-20
The author of over 100 plays, short story
collections, and novels, which have been
translated into 103 languages, Agatha Christie
has been outsold only by the Bible and
Shakespeare. Though many have tried to copy
her, no one has succeeded, and Christie remains
the best selling modern writer throughout the
world. Now Charles Osborne, a lifelong student
of Agatha Christie, has created a comprehensive
guide to her world as examined through her
books. Illustrated with rarely seen photos and
updated to include details of the publications,
films and TV adaptations of her writings, this
book provides fascinating reading for any
Christie aficionado.
Fear in the Sunlight - Nicola Upson
2013-04-09
Nicola Upson blends biography and fiction,
excitement and menace, and a touch of Alfred
Hitchcock in Fear in the Sunlight, a mystery
starring real-life writer Josephine Tey. Summer,
1936: Josephine Tey joins her friends in the
resort village of Portmeirion to celebrate her
fortieth birthday. Alfred Hitchcock and his wife,
Alma Reville, are there to sign a deal to film
Josephine’s novel, A Shilling for Candles, and
Alfred Hitchcock has one or two tricks up his
sleeve to keep the holiday party
entertained—and expose their deepest fears. But

things get out of hand when one of Hollywood’s
leading actresses is brutally slashed to death in
a cemetery near the village. The following day,
fear and suspicion take over in a setting where
nothing—and no one—is quite what it seems.
Based in part on the life of Josephine Tey—one of
the most popular, best-loved crime writers of the
Golden Age, Nicola Upson’s Fear in the Sunlight
features legendary film director Alfred
Hitchcock as a prominent character—and
features the classic suspense and psychological
tension that fans of Hitchcock films love.
Towards Zero - Agatha Christie 2011-02-01
What is the connection among a failed suicide
attempt, a wrongful accusation of theft against a
schoolgirl, and the romantic life of a famous
tennis player? To the casual observer,
apparently nothing. But when a house party
gathers at Gull’s Point, the seaside home of an
elderly widow, earlier events come to a dramatic
head. As Superintendent Battle discovers, it is
all part of a carefully laid plan—for murder.
The Agatha Christie Centenary
- Lynn
Underwood 1990
Midnight at the Pera Palace: The Birth of
Modern Istanbul- Charles King 2014-09-15
“Timely . . . brilliant . . . hugely enjoyable,
magnificently researched and deeply
absorbing.”—Jason Goodwin, New York Times
Book Review At midnight, December 31, 1925,
citizens of the newly proclaimed Turkish
Republic celebrated the New Year. For the first
time ever, they had agreed to use a nationally
unified calendar and clock. Yet in Istanbul—an
ancient crossroads and Turkey's largest
city—people were looking toward an uncertain
future. Never purely Turkish, Istanbul was home
to generations of Greeks, Armenians, and Jews,
as well as Muslims. It welcomed White Russian
nobles ousted by the Russian Revolution,
Bolshevik assassins on the trail of the exiled
Leon Trotsky, German professors, British
diplomats, and American entrepreneurs—a
multicultural panoply of performers and poets,
do-gooders and ne’er-do-wells. During the
Second World War, thousands of Jews fleeing
occupied Europe found passage through
Istanbul, some with the help of the future Pope
John XXIII. At the Pera Palace, Istanbul's most
luxurious hotel, so many spies mingled in the
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lobby that the manager posted a sign asking
them to relinquish their seats to paying guests.
In beguiling prose and rich character portraits,
Charles King brings to life a remarkable era
when a storied city stumbled into the modern
world and reshaped the meaning of
cosmopolitanism.
And Then There Were None - Agatha Christie
2004-05-03
When ten people arrive on private Indian Island
off England's southwest coast, lured to a
mansion by invitations from a mysterious host,
terror mounts as one guest after another is
murdered, in a classic whodunit that is an
elaboration of the famous children's rhyme "Ten
Little Indians." Reader's Guide included.
Reprint. 100,000 first printing.
Countdown to Death - Iain McChesney
2015-09-22
Ten strangers are lured to a remote Scottish
island at the invitation of a reclusive
industrialist. Stranded on Lord Black’s wondrous
estate, the disparate guests have more in
common than they first realize. Accused by a
mysterious letter of having committed crimes in
their past, one by one they are hunted down. But
who is the killer? Will any of them live to find
out? Note: This modern re-telling of Agatha
Christie's masterpiece draws inspiration from
the remote gothic qualities of the Scottish
highlands in homage to the classic whodunit.
13 to the Gallows
- John Dickson Carr 2008

number of previously unpublished
correspondence and notes, effectively
establishing it as the most authoritative,
penetrating look at the personal and literary life
of Christie.
A Dream of Death - Connie Berry 2019-04-09
On a remote Scottish island, American antiques
dealer Kate Hamilton wrestles with her own past
while sleuthing a brutal killing, staged to
recreate a two-hundred-year-old unsolved
murder. Autumn has come and gone on
Scotland’s Isle of Glenroth, and the islanders
gather for the Tartan Ball, the annual end-oftourist-season gala. Spirits are high. A recently
published novel about island history has brought
hordes of tourists to the small Hebridean resort
community. On the guest list is American
antiques dealer Kate Hamilton. Kate returns
reluctantly to the island where her husband
died, determined to repair her relationship with
his sister, proprietor of the island’s luxe country
house hotel, famous for its connection with
Bonnie Prince Charlie. Kate has hardly unpacked
when the next morning a body is found,
murdered in a reenactment of an infamous
unsolved murder described in the novel—and the
only clue to the killer’s identity lies in a curiously
embellished antique casket. The Scottish police
discount the historical connection, but when a
much-loved local handyman is arrested, Kate
teams up with a vacationing detective inspector
from Suffolk, England, to unmask a killer
determined to rewrite island history—and Kate’s
future.
The Hollow - Agatha Christie 2007
When Lucy Angkatell hosts a weekend gettogether at her country estate, she appears to
overlook the obvious fact that all her guests
loathe one another. Poirot enjoys a ringside seat
for the bizarre goings-on, but he is thrust into an
active role when the proceedings suddenly turn
deadly.
Cue For Murder - Helen McCloy 2014-10-14
A murder has taken place on stage and it seems
that one of three people must be guilty. The
crime was committed in full view of the audience
and players, but no one can say whom the
murderer is. There appear to be no clues, the
suspects are all well trained in the art of
dissimulation, and all three deny any knowledge
of the crime. It looks like the perfect murder,

Duchess of Death - Richard Hack 2009-07-01
Although she is the most popular novelist in
history, with over two billion books sold
worldwide, Agatha Christie lived a life shrouded
in secrecy and fueled by curiosity. Nearly as
notorious for her aversion to the press as she
was for her 80 books and collections of short
stories, Christie made no secret of her need for
privacy. Utilizing over 5,000 previously
unpublished letters, notes, and documents,
award-winning biographer Richard Hack allows
Christie to write again, 33 years after her death.
Duchess of Death is her story, as full of romance,
travel, wealth, and scandal as any mystery
Christie ever crafted. There have been numerous
biographies of the Queen of Crime, all of which
claim to be definitive. However, Duchess of
Death is the first to draw from such an enormous
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until Dr Basil Willing, psychiatrist-sleuth, begins
to investigate the peculiar behaviour of a pet
canary and a housefly.
The Villainous Stage - Marvin Lachman
2014-10-31
Live theatre was once the main entertainment
medium in the United States and the United
Kingdom. The preeminent dramatists and actors
of the day wrote and performed in numerous
plays in which crime was a major plot element.
This remains true today, especially with the
longest-running shows such as The Phantom of
the Opera, Les Miserables and Sweeney Todd.
While hundreds of books have been published
about crime fiction in film and on television, the
topic of stage mysteries has been largely
unexplored. Covering productions from the 18th
century to the 2013-2014 theatre season, this is
the first history of crime plays according to
subject matter. More than 20 categories are
identified, including whodunits, comic mysteries,
courtroom dramas, musicals, crook plays, social
issues, Sherlock Holmes, and Agatha Christie.
Nearly 900 plays are described, including the
reactions of critics and audiences.
Tragedy at Marsdon Manor - Agatha Christie
2020-10-02
Poirot is asked by a friend, who is the director of
the Northern Union Insurance Company, to
investigate the case of a middle-aged man who
died of an internal haemorrhage just a few
weeks after insuring his life for fifty thousand
pounds. There were rumours that Mr Maltravers
was in a difficult financial position and the
suggestion has been made that he paid the
insurance premiums and then committed suicide
for the benefit of his beautiful young wife. Was it
a suicide? Poirot and Hastings will get to the
bottom of the matter to discover, as in most of
their cases, that nothing is what it seems.
The Mousetrap and Seven Other Plays
- Agatha
Christie 2011
THE MOUSETRAP, the longest-running play in
the history of London's West End, begins its 60th
Year run on 25 November 2011. This new edition
of eight works show how Agatha Christie's plays
are as compulsive as her novels, their colourful
characters and ingenious plots providing yet
more evidence of her mastery of the detective
thriller. THE MOUSETRAP: Cut off by
snowdrifts, the owners of a new guest house

encounter terror when one of their first visitors
turns out to be a homicidal maniac... AND THEN
THERE WERE NONE: Ten guilty people are
lured to an island mansion where an unknown
killer begins to exact revenge... APPOINTMENT
WITH DEATH: The suffocating heat of an exotic
Middle-Eastern setting provides a backdrop for
murder... THE HOLLOW: Beneath their
respectable surface, a set of friends realise that
any one of them could be a murderer...
WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION: A
scheming wife testifies against her husband in a
shocking murder trial... TOWARDS ZERO: A
psychopathic killer stalks unsuspecting victims
in a seaside house perched high on a cliff...
VERDICT: Passion and love are the deadly
ingredients in this thriller in which a murder
causes an unexpected chain of events... GO
BACK FOR MURDER: A young woman discovers
that her late mother was imprisoned for
murdering her father and is determined to prove
her innocence...
The Witness for the Prosecution and Other
Stories - Agatha Christie 2012-08-07
Witness for the Prosecution and Other Stories is
a collection of eleven tantalizing tales of murder
and other criminal pursuits—including the
classic title story, the basis for the 1957 Oscarnominated Billy Wilder film starring Marlene
Dietrich, Tyrone Power, and Charles Laughton.
A murder trial takes a diabolical turn when the
wife of the accused takes the stand. . . . A
woman's sixth sense—and a loaded
revolver—signal premonitions of doom. . . . A
stranded motorist seeks refuge in a remote
mansion and is greeted with a dire warning. . . .
Detective Hercule Poirot faces his greatest
challenge when his services are enlisted—by the
victim—in a bizarre locked-room murder. From
the stunning title story (which inspired the
classic film thriller) to the rarest gems in
detective fiction, these eleven tales of baffling
crime and brilliant deduction showcase Agatha
Christie at her dazzling best.
Catalog of Copyright Entries - Library of
Congress. Copyright Office 1959
Agatha Christie - J.C. Bernthal 2022-08-11
The undisputed "Queen of Crime," Dame Agatha
Christie (1890-1976) is the bestselling novelist of
all time. As the creator of immortal detectives
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the bottom of this mystery. Will one of these
nine unlikely sleuths finally unravel the mystery
behind Gulab’s death and avenge it? Or will the
truth die as viciously as Gulab?
Sleeping Murder, The Murder at the
Vicarage - Agatha Christie 1976

Hercule Poirot and Jane Marple, she continues
to enthrall readers around the world and is
drawing increasing attention from scholars,
historians, and critics. But Christie wrote far
beyond Poirot and Marple. A varied life
including war work, archaeology, and two very
different marriages provided the backdrop to a
diverse body of work. This encyclopedic
companion summarizes and explores Christie's
entire literary output, including the detective
fiction, plays, radio dramas, adaptations, and her
little-studied non-crime writing. It details all
published works and key themes and characters,
as well as the people and places that inspired
them, and identifies a trove of uncollected
interviews, articles, and unpublished material,
including details that have never appeared in
print. For the casual reader looking for
background information on their favorite
mystery to the dedicated scholar tracking down
elusive new angles, this companion will provide
the most comprehensive and up-to-date
information.
Spider's Web- Agatha Christie 2010-02-10
A classic from the original queen of mystery:
Agatha Christie.
Happily Murdered - Rasleen Syal 2014
‘Who killed Gulab Sarin?’ The radiant new
daughter-in-law of the influential Mehta family
dies mysteriously on the very next night of her
wedding. The murder is an inside job, the police
are certain. It could be anyone – the adulterous
husband, conniving in-laws, jealous friend and
the love struck ex-fiancé. With an aim to save
themselves and incriminate others, it is not long
before these suspects turn into amateur
detectives, hunting for clues and delving into
hidden secrets only they can unearth. They
coerce, pry and blackmail in an attempt to get to

Love from a Stranger
- Agatha Christie 2014-01
Cecily Harrington's fiance is in the Sudan when
she wins a sweepstake prize and decides to
postpone her wedding and spend the money on a
European trip. She meets, falls in love with, and
marries a stranger-- a homicidal maniac who
sweeps her off to his cottage with plans to
murder her as he's murdered several women
before her. When Cecily gets wind of her new
husband's plans, she finds she is trapped with no
way to escape.
Rupture - Ragnar Jonasson 2019-01-22
A huge bestseller in England, France, and
Australia, the fourth book in the Ari Thor thriller
series from a spectacular new crime writer.
Hailed for combining the darkness of Nordic
Noir with classic mystery writing, author Ragnar
Jonasson’s books are haunting, atmospheric, and
complex. Rupture, the latest Ari Thór thriller,
delivers another dark mystery that is chillingly
stunning with its complexity and fluidity. Young
policeman Ari Thór tries to solve a 50-year-old
murder when new evidence surfaces. But the
case proves difficult in a town where no one
wants to know the truth, where secrets are a
way of life. He's assisted by Ísrún, a news
reporter in Reykjavik who is investigating an
increasingly chilling case of her own. Things
take a sinister turn when a child goes missing in
broad daylight. With a stalker on the loose, and
the town in quarantine, the past might just come
back to haunt them.
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